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Introdu ction

During the last fifteen years, a lot of contributions, which follow the initiated 
work of Barberà & Sonnenschein 1978, investigate the structure of coalitional power 
under probabilistic social decision rules (Bandyopadhyay, Deb & Pattanaik 1982, 
Barberà #  Valenciano 1983, Heiner & Pattanaik 1983). The restrictions on coalitional 
power derived in all of them relate to the power of coalitions to influence social 
probabilities over two-element feasible sets only.

As noticed by Pattanaik & Peleg 1986, all these authors adopted a formulation 
in terms of probabilistic social preferences and not in terms of probabilistic social 
choice. Basically, Barberà & Sonnenschein 1978 show that every binary and Paretian 
method for passing from preference profiles to lotteries over preferences is associated 
with a subadditive function on the set of coalitions of individuals. This function gives 
the power of each coalition in order to secure its preference for any pair of alternatives. 
McLennan 1980 proves this power function to be strictly additive, i.e. probabilistic, 
whenever there are six or more alternatives. Also, as indicated by both Barberà & 
Sonnenschein 1978 and McLennan 1980, Butters proves by another way the converse 
of Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem is valid when the set of alternatives does not 
exceed five. This methodology depends on the view that admitting as social preferences 
lotteries on preferences over the basic alternatives increases the possibility for satis
factory preference aggregation. Nevertheless, they show that the dimensions of this 
increase are limited and they come to the conclusion that the force of Arrow’s Theorem 
is not diminished.



Originally, Arrow tries to consider the only methods which allow passing from 
social preference profiles to social preference relations while Barberà & Sonnenschein 
studies methods for passing from social preferences profiles to lotteries over social 
preference relations (called social welfare schemes). Thus, the latter show that allowing 
lotteries permits a wide variety of nondictatorial procedures. In return, their paper is 
a generalization of Arrow’s Possibility Theorem 1963 by considering functions which 
map profiles on individual preference relations into lotteries on the set of preference 
relations. These functions translate formally the idea of method for passing from 
profiles to lotteries. They have to satisfy two axioms : binarity and a Paretian property. 
Binarity is simply a generalization of Arrow’s condition of Independence of Irrelevant 
Alternatives and the Paretian property corresponds to that of Unanimity.

In this paper, we try first to shift the problem onto the agents. We want actually 
to consider some methods for passing from coalitions to lotteries over coalitions. These 
methods are associated with a function that could correspond to a social utility function. 
It gives the level of satisfaction coming from the anticipated "consumption" of a subset 
of alternatives (goods, candidates,..) by a coalition. Second, we want to define the 
distributions of power regardless of those two-element feasible sets which characterize 
preferences in basic models on one side, and we try to exhibit a theoretical relation 
between the basic Barberà & Sonnenschein’s model and ours thanks to the Choice 
Axiom of Luce 1959 on the other side. Third, McLennan’s argument against the validity 
of subadditivity for all power functions, i.e. the number of alternatives, disappears 
since we can introduce nonadditive lotteries directly from a Generalized Choice Axiom 
that can be obtained with the introduction of Choquet capacities. These latter, which 
appeared in Choquet 1953, were introduced in economics by Gilboa 1987 and 
Schmeidler 1989. They allow to weaken the standard constraints on probabilities in 
putting a simple condition of monotrmjcity in place of additivity. Finally, we try to 
prove that it is possible to deduce a ^cial or a coalitional utility function directly from 
lotteries over preferences in implying a Power Scheme (i.e. a distribution of power 
decision) from the basic Social Welfare Scheme, this last being probabilistic or non
additive.

1. N o ta tio n s  a n d  D éfinitions

LetX = (*,)>,z,...} be the set of alternatives and N = { 1 , 2 , n) be the set of 
individuals. In order to avoid McLennan’s limitation of relevance for Barberà &



Sonnenschein ’s Theorem, we assume throughout X and N to be finite and we already 
suppose the number of elements of X as those of N (denoted #X and #N) to be at least 
six. Let ® = [B, B ’, B ,...}  be the set of individual strict preference relations (complete, 
asymmetric and transitive binary relations) on X, and IT, the n-fold Cartesian product 
of (8, be the set of social preferences profiles. A generic profile is denoted by 
B = (B^Bp ..,Bn).

A probabilistic lottery on 'B is a probability measure on ‘B ; i.e.. a function 
/(.) : 2® -> [0,1] such that 1(0) = 0, /(«) = 1 and l(S u  T)) = l(S)+l(T) -  l(S n T ) for all 
S,T  c  'B. Let L(B)  be the set of lotteries on 'B. When a probabilistic lottery is defined 
on a subset T e ®, we note it lT(.). For x ,y  e X, let 'B(xBy) = {B e C8 : xDy}. For 
/(.) e L(<8), let p[l(.),xBy] = l(<S(xBy)). It means, for all distinct x ,y , p[l(.),xBy]+ 
p[l(.),yBx] = 1. Furthermore, given B e « ' ,  let \f(<B,xBy) = [i e N : xB,y).

A nonadditive lottery on <8 (resp. /V) is a normalized Choquet capacity on 'B (resp. 
N) ; i.e. a set function c(.) : 2® —> [0,1] (resp. 2N) such that c(0) = 0, c(<B) = 1 (resp. 
c(N)) ar>d Sz>T  implies c(S) > c(T) for all S, T c  ® (resp. N). Let C($) (resp. C(N)) 
be the set of nonadditive lotteries on S (resp. N). Moreover, we note NAC(<B) (resp. 
NAC (N)) the subset of strict nonadditive lotteries. When a nonadditive lottery is defined 
onasubsetT e ®(resp.C e N), we note it c;(.) (resp. cc). Given any coalition A g 2'v, 
x(A) = [y e X :xBAy). We assume "BA" to be set up from the following rule : 
x(A) =x[uieA/] = u, e A x(i). "x(A)" can be also interpreted as a degree of dispersion 
for the A’s collective choices. If #x(A) is little when #A is big, it means that the A’s 
collective choices are very concentrated ; if x(A) =x(B) while #A > #B, it means that 
the A’s collective choices are more concentrated than those of B. Furthermore, 
x(A) u  x(A )= X. V5 e 2*, Vjc e S, we note Sx, the set of alternatives which belong to
5 except x. If x(A) = Xx, the collective choices of A are said totally divided.

Remark 1 : L(‘B) c C (î) , It means that a lottery which belongs to C(rB) can be a 
probability. Actually, L((B) u NAC((B) = C(‘B).

A Strict Social Welfare Scheme (SSWS) is a function g(.) : IT —> C(®). If g(.) 
comes from &  -> L(®), we note it g+(.) order to designate the SSWS(s) which lead 
to probabilistic lotteries. It means that g+(.) corresponds exactly to a SSWS à la Barberà
6  Sonnenschein 1978.

A SSWS g(.) is binary if for any x ,y  e X, and any pair of profiles B, B’ e 3", 
y(B ,xB y) = \tfB\xBy)" => np\g(B),xBy] = p[g(W),xBy]".

A SSWS g(.) is Paretian if for any x, y e X, and any Be®",

”y(B,xBy) = N" => "p\g(B),xBy] = 1".



A Power Scheme (PS) is any lottery h (.): 2N -> [0,1] oiC (N ).lih(.) = /(.), where 

/(.) is a probability measure, we note it /»+(.) in order to indicate that this PS is additive; 
p[h+(A),x] = lN(A,x) could be interpreted as the part of representativity in N of the 
agent i e A who are designated to be the A-Representative; i.e. the power-decision 
of (A,x) ¡where (A,x) corresponds to this A-Representative. There exists a Repre
sentative for each feasible coalition of 2" and each element* e X ;i.e.VA e 2" ;A *■ 0 ,  
Vx e X, (A ,x )* 0 .  There is a lot of ways to define these Representatives, from 
preferences, alternatives or even lotteries. We do not choose here a particular way in 
order to focus the analysis on the only power decision which comes from leadership. 
We could call them natural leaders of A for x (cf. Billot 1991a) as they are exoge- 
neously determined. If h{.) is a nonadditive probability, i.e. a Choquet capacity, then 
p[h(A),x] could be interpreted as a degree of representativity of these natural leaders. 
If we restrict a PS h(.) into a subset CcJV,we note it hc(.).

Remark 2 : Most of the time, the degree of representativity in any C of the 
Representative (A,x) e  C will be noted directly hc(A,x).

Remark 3 : p\h(A),x] can be a probability or a capacity. "p[.,.]" is just a symbol 
to note any probabilistic or strictly nonadditive lottery; but as soon as h (.) e L(N), we 
note p[h+(A ),x\

The following properties hold for any restriction of any PS.

APS A (.) is anonymous if for any A, B e 2" such that A, fi c  C and for any x e X, 

"x(A)=x(.B)'' => "p[hc(A),x] = p[hc(B),x]".

A PS h{.) is unanimous if for any A e 2N and for any x e X,

"x(A)=Xx" ^"p[hA(A),x] = r \

The first axiom means that the induced power decision of two Representatives 
must be the same whenever their two coalitions draw the same set of preferred alter
natives for a given one; the coalition must stay anonymous for the distribution of 
power. The second axiom means that the coalition concentrates all the power on its 
Representative whenever its collective choices are extremely dispersed; the leadership 
is strengthened up to an enforced unanimity when choices are totally divided. Another 
interpretation leads to consider the unanimity axiom in so far as a definition of dic
tatorship according to collective choices since the coalition (or the society in the whole) 
totally deputes its power decision onto its Representative. In and only in the particular 
case where x(N )=X x, (N,x) is exactly the Arrovian dictator: i.e. p[hN(N),x] = 1. It 
means also that each time x(N) * Xx, then there is no Arrovian dictatorship.



Let us introduce a new axiom of choice from Luce 1959, which was generalized 
to nonadditive probabilities in Billot & Thisse 1991.

APS h(.)isLucianiffoTanyA,B  e 2N suchthatA c #  c C  and for any* e X, 
p[hc(A),x] = p[hc(B),.] xp[hB(A),x] i.e.,

hc(A ,x) = hc(B)xhe(A,x).

This axiom is called the Generalized Choice Axiom (GCA). We call class of 
distributions all the lotteries which are linked thanks to GCA. We must consider it as 
a coherence axiom which guarantees partial distributions of power to be relevant with 
social ones. Furthermore, it is natural to assume the power decision of a given 
Representative to be weakened inside a wider coalition than his.

2. From Preferences to Lotteries over Agents via power Functions and GCA

Basically, Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem consists in pointing out an 
additive function (since #X > 6) on the set of coalitions of individuals from probabilistic 
lotteries over preferences :

Barbera & Sonnenschein’s Theorem : Given any binary and Paretian SSWS 
g+{.) :®“->L(®), there exists an additive function l^C) : 2N —> [0,1] such that: 
VBe 'ff,'ix ,y  e X, (j.s(\ji(B,xBy)) = p[g+(B),xfi;y]. Moreover, we have, |ig(0) = 0 ; 
fo ra llA  czN, p.s(A)+p.g(N-.A) = 1 ; whenever A z>B, p.g(A) >n.g(B).

In order to prove this theorem, Barberà & Sonnenschein 1978 established the 
two following lemmas of neutrality and nonperversity (pp. 247 and 248) :

NEUTRALITY L em m a  : Let g+(.) be a binary and Paretian SSWS. Then, for any 
B,B’ e a n d x ,y ,z ,w  e A,

"^(B.xBy) = \|f(B\zBw)" => "p[g+(B),xBy] = p[g+(B’),zBw]".

Nonperversity Lemma : Let g+(.) be a binary and Paretian SSWS. Then, for 
any B,B’ e S", an dx,y , e A,

y(B ,xB y) => Y(B\xBy)" =* VLg+(B),xBy] ^ p ^ B ’) , ^ ] ”.



Remark 4 : From now on, we note ssWSp anY SSWS which is binary and Paretian.
Because we assume #X to be greater than six, the power function \ig coming from 

Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem is necessarily additive. Hence, we can leave out 
the term "subadditive" from the original Theorem. By Luce’s Theorem, we know such 
a function, positive and defined upon a powerset, to be equivalent to the existence of 
a class of distributions of probabilities. We note Lg(N) the subset of L{N) which is 
induced by \ig9 i.e. the g -class of distributions of probabilities. It means :

L u c ia n  (+) Lem m a : For any given SSWSp g+(.) : -» L($), GCA is satisfied if 
and only if there exists a g-class of distributions of probabilities L8(N) such that, 
VA c  N ffor any lottery /j(.) e L8(N) we have :

M*)
l'(B) = for al1 B - A - N-

The proof is the same as Luce’s one. Hence, we can associate each power function 
[ig to a g -class of distributions of probabilities over agents. Thus, since g+(.) : -> L(iB), 
l8(.) can only be interpreted as a probabilistic lottery over the agents. It means that we 
can define probabilistic lotteries over coalitions from profiles of preferences whenever 
there exists a power function ; i.e. each time Barberà & Sonnenschein Theorem holds. 
This way, GCA could be the second step of a method searching for passing from 
preferences to lotteries over coalitions.

Remark5 : If there exists an induced set of lotteries Lg(N), it means that, VA cAi, 
any Zf (.) e Lg(N) is Lucian since GCA holds ; i.e. each induced lottery over coalitions 
is Lucian.

Remark 6 : We shall note Cg(N) the subset of C(N) which will be induced by \igi 
i.e. the g -class of distributions of Choquet capacities, when generalizing Barberà & 
Sonnenchein 1978 to C(N).

3. F r om  A g en ts  to  N onaddittve L otteries over  Agents via  So c ia l  U tility  

F unctions

The following theorem and lemmas are completely independent from previous 
theorems. We try to prove the existence of a social or a coalitional utility (it depends 
on the support of lotteries) from lotteries over agents in order to pass from coalitions 
to lotteries over coalitions. This analysis is just the opposite side of the one we treated



before, i.e. Barberà & Sonnenschein’s one. Actually, we study some social rules 
dealing with agents but based on alternatives while they study some other rules 
according to agents behaviors ; their paper comes from preferences to choice prob
abilities of preferences when ours comes from agents to power-decision probabilities.

We can notice the dominance lemma to be the dual of nonperversity one in 
Barberà & Sonnenschein 1978. Identically, the duality lemma is also the dual of 
neutrality.

/i -Theo rem  : Given an anonymous, unanimous and Lucian PS h(.) ofC(N), there 
exists a function uk(.) : 2* -» [0,1] such that : VA e 2'v, \/x e X,

uh(x(A)) = p[h(A),x], (1)

furthermore we have,
uh(0) = 0, (2)

ifh (.):^ -^ L (N ),

uh(x(A))+uh(x(A)) = 1, (3)

whenever x(A) z> x(B),

uh(x(A))>uh(x(B)). (4)

Remark 6 : From now on, we note PS* any PS which is anonymous and unani
mous.

Remark 7 : The function uh{.) is not necessarily additive. This property does not 
depend on #A even though we assume #Af to be at least six. Actually, if A ciV, 
#A < #N ; hence #A can be lower than six and we could suppose Barberà & Son
nenschein’s Theorem to apply. But, uh(.) is directly generated from a lottery. If this 
last belongs to L(N), then uh(.) is additive. In return, if /i(.) corresponds to a lottery of 
C(N), then uh(.) can be nonadditive. We want here to analyze the proper influence of 
the designed lottery without studying that of the set of alternatives. Even if #A is greater 
than seven, twelve or seventy-two, uh{.) is strictly nonadditive if and only if 
h(.) e NAC(N).

The proof of the theorem follows two lemmas.
We suppose here h(.) to be a Lucian PS*.

D om in ance  L em m a  :Ifx(A) 3  x(B) => p[hc(A),x] > p[hc(B),x].



Proof : If x(A) =XZ, the unanimity axiom yields p[hc(A),x] > p[hc(B),x]• We 
know that x{A )= x[u, 6 A i] = u, Ë A x(i). Hence, we can conclude by x(A u B )= x(A) 
=> Pihc(A u /?),*] = p[hc{A),x], since the anonymity axiom holds. By another way, 
hc(B,x) = hc(A u  B, x) x /iA ufl>1(5, x) because A (.) is a Lucian PS^. It means :hc(B,x) = 
hc(A v B ,x )x h AuBiX(B,x) = hc(A,x)xhAuBx(B,x). Now, hc(A<jB ,x)= hc(B ,x)/ 

thus hAuBx(B,x) < 1. Hence, hc(B,x) < hc(A,x). So, we can deduce : 
p[hc(A ),x]>p[hc(B),x],

Q.E.D.

D uality  Lem m a  : IfxiA) = y(B) => p[hc(A),x] = p[hc(B),y].

i
Proof: I fx(A )=X x, the unanimity axiom yields p[hc(A),x] = p[hc(B),y], A 

similar argument applies if x(A) = 0 , since the preference relations are strict Let us 
suppose the only proper subsets of X. When proving duality, we have to prove the 
following monotony: x(A)z> y(A) =* p[hc(A),x] ^ p[hc(A),y]. If x(A) = y(B) => 
x(A)czx(B) and y(B) czy(A). From the dominance lemma, we can deduce: 
hc{A,x) < hc(B,x) and hc(B,y) < hc(A,y). Moreover, x(B) z> y(B). The other case 
(equality) is prohibited by strictness of the preference relations. Let us suppose the 
following proposition x(B)z>y(B)=* hc(B,x)<hc(B,y). Thus, y(A )z>x(A) => 
hc(A,y)<hc(A.,x). Now, hc(A,y) < hc(A,x) < hc(B,x) < hc(B,y) which implies 
hc(A ,y) < hc(B,y). This is a contradiction with the previous proposition 
hc(B ,y )< h c(A ,y). Thus, if x(A) = y(B), x(B)z>y(B) =>hc(B ,x)>hc(B ,y). In 
mixing monotony with anonymity, we can conclude hc(A,x) = hc(B,y).

Q.E.D.

Remark 8 : Both propositions x(B) z> y(B) and y (A) 3  x(A) are obviously true 
since x(A) = y(B) and the preference relations are strict.

Because we have proved duality, it is natural to propose a basic definition of 
uhQ  : 2* -¥  [0,1] that one can find in the theorem by uh(S) = p {h(A),x] where * is an 
arbitrary alternative and A any coalition such that x(A) = S. This expression of «*(.) 
as a function of alternatives suggests that it could be interpreted as a social utility (if 
hAQ  = /luQ) oracoalitional utility (if hA(.) *  hN(.),A * 0 )  for any subsetof alternatives.



Proof of the Theorem : From the basic definition of uh{.), it is clear that uk(.) 
satisfies (1) and (2). Furthermore, if h(.) e L(N), (3) trivially holds because 
jc(A)uì(A)=X. Lemma 1 of dominance guarantees that (4) is always satisfied.

Q.E.D.

In order to obtain lotteries over coalitions, the method consists in defining a social 
or coalitional utility function which allows to pass from coalitions to lotteries. It means 
that if such a function exists, we can explain the existence of power distributions and 
then their influence on methods for passing from profiles to lotteries over preferences. 
This particular manner for conferring utility levels coming from the weight of each 
Representative for each alternative means all the Representatives to be the only 
determinants of the utility levels. Moreover, the latter are directly measured by each 
Representative’s power rather than that of the whole coalition. The social utility 
function (based on the induced PS" hN(.)) is unique for each SSWSp g(.) even though 
we shall specify later (point 4.) the relation between a previous SSWSp and its induced 
PSau.

4. E quivalence  for  Lotteries  : A Theo rem

Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem is based on the existence of a binary and 
Paretian SS WS. In its turn, the h-Theorem is based on the existence of an anonymous 
and unanimous PS. Furthermore, we know the particular PS which is induced by the 
initial SSWS to be always Lucian since based on GCA. We can obtain an equivalence 
theorem between Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem and the /i-Theorem in using 
both theorems in the sense of an equivalence between two axioms, binarity and the 
Paretian property on one side and unanimity and anonymity on the other, and the 
existence of two functions, a power function on one side and a social utility function 
on the other ; then, we have just to apply GCA in order to link both theorems. In that 
case, i.e. when considered lotteries (over profiles as over coalitions) are all proba
bilistic, we write /i+-Theorem. 

i

EQUIVALENCE (+) Theo rem  : Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem is equivalent 
to the h+-Theorem if GCA holds for probabilistic lotteries.



The proof firstly, consists in showing that binarity and the Paretian property imply 
anonymity and unanimity if GCA holds and secondly that anonymity and unanimity 
imply binarity and the Paretian property if GCA holds. The proof is purely logical. 
This particular version only deals with additive lotteries. From now on, we can consider 
any induced PS to be anomymous and unanimous if the initial SSWS is binary and 
satisfies the Paretian property. As soon as GCA holds, the induced PS is Lucian ; 
hence, under GCA, the induced PS - if existing - is a Lucian PS".

5. F rom  Pro b a b ilistic  Lo tteries over  Preferences  Social  U tility  F unctions

We have just to mix both results of Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem, Lucian 
(+) Lemma and h -Theorem in order to prove the existence of a social or a coalitional 
utility based on lotteries over preferences. Lucian (+) Lemma consists in restricting 
the basic set of lotteries L(N) into a particular subset L*(N) coming from the previous 
SSWSp #+(.)• Thus, in taking the induced power scheme PS“ h*(.) : 2* -> [0,1] into 
L*(N), we satisfy both conditions of the /j-Theorem ever since hi(.) is Lucian ; i.e. as 
soon as A*(.) exists which is guarantied by Equivalence (+) Theorem.

C o ro lla ry  (+) : Given any SSWSp £+(.): S" -> £,(«), VB e IT, Vx e X, the 
induced PS“ h*(.) e Lg(N) is Lucian. Then, there exists a function wf (.) : 2'v —> [0,1] 
such that : uj;(x('y(li,xBXx))) = p[g+(B),xBXx],

Proof : Because g+Q  is a SSWSp, there exists a power function ng(.) such that 
(ig(\|r(B,x0!Xx)) = P Thanks to Equivalence (+) Theorem, we know the
induced /t*(.) to be a Lucian PS“. Thus, in applying Lucian (+) Lemma, we have 
\ig(y(B,xBXx)) -  lft(x\f(B,xBXx)) since \ig(N) = 1 by definition and Af(.) = fê(.) e LS(N). 
Hence, ihe h-Theorem yields, u%(x(y(B,xBXx))) = p[/!*(y(B),xZyy,;t] which also 
means uZ(x(y(B,xBXx))) = p [g+{B),xBXx].

Q.E.D.

The social utility function uf (.) we deduce from Corollary (+) is necessarily

additive since Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem holds for the only probabilistic 
lotteries. Basically, Corollary (+) allows to set up the utility level of each alternative 
from lotteries over preferences. In order to generalize Corollary (+) to nonadditive 
lotteries, we have previously to generalize Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem to 
C(0).



6. From N onadditive Lotteries over Preferences to SocialU tility Functions

The proof of Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Theorem is completely independent from 
the probabilistic nature of considered lotteries. If rewriting both axioms of binarity 
and that dealing with the Paretian property according to nonadditive lotteries over 
preferences, we can immediately obtain the two basic generalized results of neutrality 
and nonperversity. Hence, it is obvious to conclude by :

Barbera & Sonnenschein’S Generalized Theorem : Given any SSWSp g(.) : 
—> C('2), there exists a function |XS(.) : 2N —> [0,1] such' that : VB e Vx, y e X, 

\Lg(y(K,xBy)) = p\g(B),xByl

furthermore we have, |is(0) = 0 ; whenever A^>B, |IS(A) >

Remark 9 : The only property which differs from the original theorem deals with 
the probabilistic constraint of mass-unity (see Billot 1991b) ; actually, since \ig is 
nonadditive, the sum of any coalition’s power and that of its complement could be 
different from 1. Hence, the probabilistic constraint of mass-unity disappears. The 
proof is based on same arguments as Barberà & Sonnenschein 1978 ones (p. 248) even 
though we do not search here any subadditive function but only a nonadditive function. 
This last characteristic is directly issued from the definition of the SSWSp : IP -> C(®) ; 
i.e. the membership of the designed lottery to C(s). Since we have proved the Gen
eralized Luce’s Theorem in Billot & Thisse 1991, we can establish the following 
theorem :

Lucian  Generalized Lemma : For any given SSWSp ->C(<8), GCA is
satisfied if and only if there exists a g-class of distributions of Choquet capacities 
Cg(N) such that, VA c; N ,for any nonadditive lottery cf(.)e CS{N) we have :

CW ) = -¿C) fora l l B<zAc:N.

The proof is exactly the same as Billot & Thisse’s one. Each nonadditive lottery 
cj(.) e Cf{N) corresponds to the induced PS /i‘(.)becauseof GCA. Thus,by definition,



the induced PS h8(.) = c8(.) ™ always Lucian. Hence, we can prove the following 
theorem in mixing the proofs of Barberà & Sonnenschein’s Generalized Theorem, 
h -Theorem and Lucian Generalized Lemma.

G eneralized  C o r o l l a r y : Given any SSWS£ g(.) : - > C(Œ), VBe # \  
\fx e X, the induced PS* h8Q  e Cg(N) is Lucian. Then, there exists a function 
«/(.) : 2" -> [0,1] such that : m/(x(v(B,xBXJ)) = p\g(1S),xBXx].

This last result is just a generalization of Corollary (+) to C(N). The social or 
coalitional utility that we define according to a nonaddilive lottery over agents is 
nonadditive. If the induced PS“ h*(.) is subadditive, if h*(.) is a possibility for example, 
then the social utility w/(.) is subadditive since possibilistic (see Zadeh 1978 and Billot 
& Thisse 1991). Actually, all the properties of «/(.) come from those of he{.) which 
in their turn come from those of #(.).

When rewriting every previous axiom according to nonadditive lotteries, we can 
easily generalized the Equivalence (+) Theorem to a new one, between the Barberà & 
Sonnenschein’s Generalized Theorem and the /¡-Theorem ;I ’

Equivalence  G eneralized  Theo rem  : Barberà & Sonnenschein’s General
ized Theorem is equivalent to the h-Theorem if GCA holds for nonadditive lotteries.

Tb s last theorem guarantees the equivalence for nonadditive lotteries and thus 
the existence of a method for passing from nonadditive lotteries over profiles to 
nonadditive lotteries over coalitions as soon as GC A holds. It means also the induced 
PS“ h(.) to be always Lucian. This way, for example, possibilistic lotteries over 
preferences could come from a possibilistic, hence subadditive power function (re
gardless of #X) which implies possibilistic lotteries over coalitions coming from a 
possibilistic, hence subadditive utility function. In Billot & Thisse 1991, following 
Lovasz 1983, we proved any submodular (i.e. subadditive) utility function (for a basic 
finite set of alternatives) to imply the existence of what we called a decreasing discrete 
marginal utility function. Then, we proposed to analyze this property in assimilating 
subadditivity and discrete concavity. Hence, in order to restore the complete Barberà
& Sonnenschein’s result in so far as the exhibition of a subadditive power function 
leading to lotteries over preferences, we could restrict the previous social utility 
function to the only discrete concave ones. In that very case, which is particularly



intuitive (since corresponding to a decreasing discrete marginal utility function), the 
power function should be obviously subadditive. In return, lotteries over preferences 
should be also subadditive.

C onclusion

This paper deals with the only strict relations of preference. The extension to 
weak orderings does not change a priori neither the methodology nor the basic sense 
of results. One of the most interesting comments of Barberà & Sonnenschein’s paper 
consists in interpreting the power function as a distribution of dictatorial power. Thus, 
in dividing this dictatorial power by means of lotteries o''er preferences, one could 
dimmish the risk of dictatorship. Finally, in our paper, we try to found a method which 
allows to define this power distribution directly from alternatives by means of a social 
utility. This last exists whenever we assume a Power Scheme to be anonymous and 
unanimous. In other words, the social utility function can be interpreted as a distribution 
of utility upon the set of alternatives. Since we know Barberà & Sonnenschein to be 
equivalent to ours A-Theorem when GCA holds, we know also that dividing the dic
tatorial power is equivalent to divide the social utility if the Power Scheme is socially 
consistent, i.e. Lucian. Basically, this conclusion confirms the Arrovian analysis of 
aggregation.
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